The classical Viterbi decoder recursively finds the trellis path (codeword) closest to the received data. Given the received data the syndrome decoder first forms a syndrome, ·instead. Having found the syndrome, that only depends on the channel noise, a recursive algorithm like Viterbi's determines the noise sequence of minimum Hamming weight that can be a possible cause of this syndrome. Given the estimate of the noise sequence one derives an estimate of the original data sequence.
INTRODUCTION C l0
The principle of syndrome decoding of convolutional codes will be explained using the binary code generated by the encoder of Fig Fig. 3 gives the state diagram of the syndrome former of In case of a tie, choose the survivor at random among the two candidates. 
If more than one jo satisfies (8) we make an arbitrary selection among the candidates. The longer the path register length D the smaller the resulting bit error probability, Pb' Increasing D beyond 5(v+l) does not lead to an appreciable further decrease in P b . We have done detailed calculations concerning the relationship between D and P b , which will be published shortly. The next section is concerned with the practical implementation of the syndrome decoder. 
